Atomic 4 wiring diagram

Where there is a difference in specifications or adjustments it is so indicated. Give your engine
every chance to perform properly. If you become familiar with the operating requirements it will
give you long dependable service. Check the alignment of the engine to the propeller shaft after
the boat is first placed in the water. If you are in doubt how to proceed, write the factory for
special service bulletin. Add the necessary lubricating oil to the engine. The quantity is
dependent upon the angle of installation and whether your engine is a direct or reduction drive
model. Fill the oil base with 4 to 5 quarts of good grade SAE 30 detergent oil or until the dipstick
shows full. The dipstick is located just forward of the water pump on the reverse gear housing.
Check the oil level after the engine has been operated for a short time. Check choke control to
make sure choke valve fully closes. Then push choke back to normal position and make sure
choke butterfly in carburetor fully opens. Check throttle control to make sure it provides for full
movement of the throttle lever from idling position to fully open position. Reversing gear
controls must allow the clutch to lock in forward position and also into reverse position.
Restricted or partial engagement will cause undue wear. Reversing gears and reduction gears
are lubricated by the engine oiling system. Fuel like must be connected to fuel pump located
just forward of reversing gear on carburetor side of the engine. A hand primer is provided to fill
the fuel bowl for initial start. An unrestricted water supply must be provided. Locate scoop
where it will have a supply of water at all times regardless of running position or rough seas.
Use non-collapsable hose for suction side. Figure 1. Check fuel supply and make sure fuel lines
are tight. Any fuel seepage or leaks should be corrected before you attempt to start engine.
Check all electrical connections. A wiring diagram for your particular model is included in this
book. Ground is negative. Ground terminal should be attached to engine block. Do not allow
flames or sparks near battery openings. Gases produced during normal charging are explosive.
Check oil pressure - 45 to 55 pounds when engine is cold. Check oil after about 10 minute of
running. Add oil to bring level to full mark if needed. Check cooling system and make sure water
pump is operating by checking water out of exhaust pipe. Temperature indicated on gauge
should gradually go up to degrees. If oil pressure or water flow or operating temperature is not
normal, stop engine at once and check installation to correct problem. If the engine, after
running satisfactorily, suddenly ceases to perform properly, look over the intake manifold and
the carburetor flange gaskets, throttle, choke and fuel connections. Make sure that throttle and
choke valves open and close correctly and that fuel enters the carburetor in a free and steady
stream. Do not change carburetor adjustments until other causes of trouble have been
investigated. Before making any adjustments, warm up the engine thoroughly so that the intake
manifold feels warm to the hand. Turn idling needle valve 6 gradually to right and left until the
engine runs steady and as fast as this throttle position will permit. Turning the idling needle
valve to right in makes the mixture richer, to left out makes the mixture leaner. If a satisfactory
adjustment cannot be obtained, examine the idling jet 5 and the idle discharge plug 8 to make
sure that dirt or water does not obstruct the free flow of the moisture through these parts. The
mixture at intermediate and high speed is controlled by the main jet 2 , and the wall vent 4. The
main jet may be either of fixed size or adjustable. Whether fixed or adjustable, remove main jet 2
and blow out with compressed air or rinse in clean gasoline to remove water or dirt which may
obstruct the metering orifice. If adjustable, adjustment should be made as follows: i Open
throttle about one-third; ii loosen packing nut on main jet adjustment 14 ; iii turn main jet
adjustment to right in until the engine speed is noticeably reduced; iv turn main jet adjustment
slowly to left out until the engine runs smoothly and as fast as this throttle position will permit;
v hold needle valve in position and tighten packing nut after completing the adjustment.
Compensation is controlled by the well vent 4. A richer mixture, at high speeds is obtained with
a smaller well vent and a leaner mixture with a larger well vent. If the mixture suddenly becomes
too rich at high speeds, examine the well vent and make sure that it is not obstructed. Inspect
these jets for water and dirt. Open the throttle about one-quarter. Pull the choke control out all
the way. Step on the starter. As soon as the engine starts, push the choke control in about
one-third of the way and as the engine warms up, continue to push it in gradually until the
choke valve is wide open. Correct setting of the float which controls the fuel level is of utmost
importance. The fuel level is set at the factory for regular motor gasoline and a pump pressure
of 2-lbs. The Zenith 68 series carburetors are of updraft single venturi design. They are made
with selective fuel inlet, and with or without a main jet adjustment. These carburetors are
"balanced" and "sealed", and the semi-concentric fuel bowl allows operation to quite extreme
angles without flooding or starving. This design makes them particularly adaptable to smaller
form tractors and a great variety of agricultural machines and industrial units. The fuel supply
system is made up of the threaded fuel inlet, the fuel valve seat, fuel valve need, float and fuel
boat, as illustrated in Figure A. The fuel supply line is connected to the threaded inlet. The fuel
travels through the fuel valve seat and passes around the fuel valve and into the fuel bowl. The

level of the fuel in the fuel chamber is regulated by the float through its control of the fuel valve.
The fuel valve does not open and close alternately but assumes an opening, regulated by the
float, sufficient to maintain a proper level in the fuel chamber equal to the demand of the engine
according to its speed and load. The inside bowl vent as illustrated by the passage originating
in the air intake and continuing through to the fuel bowl, is a method of venting the fuel bowl to
maintain proper air fuel mixtures even though the air cleaner may become restricted. This
balancing is frequently referred to as an "inside bowl vent. The idle system as shown in Figure
B, consists of two idle discharge holes, idle air passage, idle adjusting needle, idle jet, and fuel
pick-up passage. The fuel for idle is supplied through the main jet to a well directly below the
main discharge jet. The pick-up passage is connected to this well by a restricted drilling at the
bottom of this passage. The fuel travels through this channel to the idle jet calibration. The air
for the idle mixture originates back of or from behind the main venturi. The position of the idle
adjusting needle in this passage controls the suction on the idle jet and thereby the idle
mixture. Turning the needle in closer to its seat results in a greater suction with a smaller
amount of air and therefore a richer mixture. Turning the needle out away from its seat
increases the amount of air and reduces the suction, and a leaner mixture is delivered. The fuel
is atomized and mixed with the air in the passage leading to the discharge holes and enters the
air stream at this point. The high speed system, Figure C. This system consists of a venturi,
controlling the maximum volume of air admitted into the engine; the main jet, which regulates
the flow of fuel from the float chamber to the main discharge jet; the well vent, which maintains
uniform mixture ratio under changing suction and engine speeds; and a main discharge jet,
which delivers the fuel into the air stream. The main jet controls the fuel delivery during the part
throttle range from one-quarter to full throttle opening. To maintain a proper mixture ration a
small amount of air is admitted through the well vent into the discharge jet through the air bleed
holes in the discharge jet at a point. At high speeds the fuel flows from the fuel chamber
through the main jet and into the main discharge jet where it is mixed with air admitted by the
well vent, and the air-fuel mixture is then discharged into the air stream of the carburetor. The
choke, consists of a valve mounted on a shaft located in the air entrance and operated
externally by a lever mounted on the shaft. The choke valve is used to restrict the air entering
the carburetor. This increases the suction on the jets when starting the engine. The choke valve
is of a "semi-automatic" type, having a poppet valve incorporated in its design, which is
controlled by a spring. The poppet valve opens automatically when the engine starts and admits
air to avoid over-choking or flooding of the engine. The mixture required for starting is
considerably richer than that needed to develop power at normal temperatures. As the engine
fires and speed and suction are increased, the mixture ratio must be rapidly reduced. This
change is accomplished through adjustment of the choke valve and the automatic opening of
the poppet valve to admit more air when the engine fires. Float Level. Check position or float
assembly for correct measurement to obtain proper float level using depth gauge. NOTE: Do not
bend, twist or apply pressure on the float bodies. With bowl cover assembly in an inverted
position, viewed from free end of float, the float bodies must be centered and at right angles to
the machined surface. The float setting is measured from the machine surface no gasket of
cover to top side of flat bodies at highest point. Bending Float Lever. To increase or decrease
distance between float body and machined surface use long nosed pliers and bend lever close
to float body. The two drain plugs and a pipe cap removed at the factory are in a small bag
attached to the barburetor lever. Replace one plug in the bottom of water pum and one in the
rear of the manifold near the exhaust flange. Replace the pipe cap on the drain nipple out of the
cylinder block water jacket located immediately alongside the distributor. An automatic by-pass
temperature control is standard equipment on the engine. This temperature control valve is
required to maintain proper engine operating temperatures. If an engine is operated too cold,
condensation may form in the valve chamber causing sticky valves and other malfunctions.
Preparation of the engine should include all these items of overhaul necessary to permit
satisfactory operation of the engine. Many engines properly serviced in the spring will give a full
season of carefree pleasure. The amount of effort to be expended will be determined somewhat
by the storage of lay-up procedure of the previous fall. Refer to preparations for starting the
engine for the first time. Manifold - Replace drain plug. Check manifold bolts for tightness since
some gaskets shrink more than others. Water Pump - Close drain cock and replace drain plug.
Lubricate pump by grease cups. Replace packing if required. Lubrication System - Remove all
oil from oil pan and reverse gear housing. Refill with quantity specified in "Lubrication Group".
Cylinders - Remove spark plugs. Pour one or two ounces of oil in cylinders to lubricate walls,
rings, etc. Distributor - Clean and lubricate as required. Remove any moisture seals. Clean and
set distributor points. Ignition wires - Replace damaged or brittle ignition wires. High tension
electrical leakage prevents good operation of engine. Starting Motor - See that the starter pinion

is clean and lubricated with light oil. Lubricate bearings. Clean commutator and brushes with
sandpaper. Do not use emery cloth. Battery - Reinstall fully charged batter. Clean the cable
terminals and fasten securely to clean battery terminals. Coat terminals with vaseline or grease
to reduce corrosion, and then attach battery cables. Fuel system - See that fuel system is clean
and free from scale, sludge, or obstructions. Drain out any water that has accumulated in tanks
or fuel lines. Check over for loose connections, tightening any found. Remove cover from
carburetor air intake. Oil carburetor choke and throttle carburetor air intake. Oil carburetor
choke and throttle shafts. Check for easy operation. Clean flame arrestor. With boat in water,
check freedom of propeller shaft in bearings and alignment of propeller shaft with engine.
Tighten stuffing box just enough to stop leakage along shaft. Excessive tightening will cause
power loss and burned stuffing material. Neglect in preparing an engine for winter storage may
lead to annoying or costly damage which will not be seen until the engine is prepared for use
the following spring. The engine should be carefully covered to give complete protection from
rain and snow. Drain completely to avoid damage from freezing. Fog the engine. Run the engine
at about RPM and using about 4 ounces of oil slowly pour it into the carburetor to coat the
combustion chamber and cylinder walls. Stall the engine by pouring the last two ounces in
rapidly. Also add about two tablespoons of oil in each cylinder through spark plug hole.
Lubrication system - The oil pan and lubrication system should be drained of old or
contaminated oil so that any moisture or acid present in the oil will not cause corrosion damage
during winter. Two or three quarts of new clean oil should be pumped through the system by
turning the motor by hand or electric starter. This should distribute a film of clean oil to act as a
rust preventive. Regular rust preventive oils can be obtained. Cylinder blocks - A pipe cap is
found on the distributor side of the engine. Remove and leave off. Manifold - A pipe plug will be
found in the right side and to the rear end of the exhaust manifold. Remove and leave out. Water
Pump - Pumps are particularly susceptible to damage from freezing because of the restricted
space and clearances. The pump should be carefully drained by loosening the cover. The pump
should be dry during the winter. Electrical system - Remove the battery and store it at the boat
yard or at your local battery dealer. Loosen the distributor cap for ventilation and protect all
other electrical parts for moisture. Fuel System - All gasoline should be drained from
carburetor, fuel pump, feed lines, filters, and tanks. This is to prevent development of sludge or
gum in the system. The carburetor air intake should be covered by water-proof paper or cloth
and sealed to prevent entrance of moisture into engine by way of the intake valves that are
open. Exhaust system - Exhaust pipes should be drained free of water. Allow the exhaust pipes
to dry out. Seal exhaust pipe end to prevent entrance of moisture into the engine through
exhaust valves that are open. Rust prevention - exposed metal parts liable to rust should be
coated with grease or rust preventive compound. The following suggestions will be of
assistance in locating and remedying motor troubles. They are also mentioned to assist the
operator in making emergency repairs. However, when serious trouble occurs, a competent
service man should be called. The operation of a motor depends primarily on three factors: an
unfailing fuel supply; uninterrupted ignition, and good compression. Failure of either the first
two will prevent starting or cause loss of power. It may also cause difficult starting or sudden
stopping. If a motor, which has previously been operating satisfactorily, refuses to start or
stops with but slight warning and without the noise of a breaking part - it is reasonable to
assume that either the fuel supply has been cut off or the ignition has failed. The first step
should therefore be to determine which of the two systems is at fault. This may be caused by
too small a vent hole in the gasoline tank cap. The gasoline pipe may be air bound. Test the
carburetor by uncoupling the pipe at the carburetor connection. If the fuel does not flow freely,
the fuel line may be plugged. Blow or run a wire through the pipe to clean it. The strainer in the
fuel pump or in the carburetor may also be plugged. In this instance, remove the spark plugs
and turn the engine over several revolutions. If water is found, clean the fuel tank, fuel pump,
fuel line and carburetor. This can be easily tested by squirting oil around the intake
connections. If a bright spark jumps across the gap between the two points of the plug when
the engine is turned over, the ignition system is undoubtedly in working order. This may be
verified by making the same test with each wire. The gap between the spark plug points should
be approximately. Poor installation will cause a ground. Be sure all electrical wires are clean
and well insulated. A gasoline engine depends upon three main factors for proper operation; an
unfailing fuel supply, uninterrupted ignition, and good compression. When any one of these are
not present, or present only intermittently, engine failure will result. The following "trouble
shooting" information is designed to help the operator locate and overcome some of the most
probable causes of engine failure, or improper operation. Only one correction should be
attempted at a time and that possibility eliminated before going on to the next. Universal's
interest in both customer and product continues long after the engine is installed. Within the

limits of our specifications, the company's service department is ready to serve your
maintenance and repair needs quickly. In addition, all Universal factory personnel will promptly
answer inquiries regarding maintenance, installation or special adaptions. If you will use
judgment and care in operating your Universal engine, use sufficient quantities of the
recommended lubricants, stay on the alert for the first signs of trouble, and contact Universal
whenever you need aid, the life and usefulness of your Universal power package will be greatly
increased. Inches Compression Ratio 6. Pull Piston Ring Cap Clearance. Cylinder Head Stud
Nuts 35 ft. Connecting Rod Bolt Nuts 33 ft. Main Bearing - Front 60 ft. Main Bearing - rear 60 ft.
Manifold Studs 35 ft. Spark Plugs 30 ft. It should be installed without sharp bends and slop
downward to its outlet to discharge water. The connection for discharge water should be at
least 4" below the bottom of the manifold exhaust flange opening. See Figure 1. Ventilate engine
compartment by opening hatches and starting blower fans if you have them. Make sure water
pump is lubricated with water pump grease. Starting you new engine: 1. Clutch lever should be
in neutral position. Fill fuel pump bowl using the hand primer on the fuel pump. Pull out choke
rod. Turn on ignition and start engine. As soon as engine starts, gradually push in choke lever
until choke valve is completely open. Run engine at idling speed of to rpm. When shifting into
forward or reverse position, engine should be running at rpm. Idling needle valve 6 one turn
open to left from seat. Changes in adjustment should be necessary only with change in fuel or
climate. After completing the adjustments set throttle stop screw 12 for desired idling speed. To
maintain a proper mixture ration a small amount of air is admitted through the well vent into the
discharge jet through the air bleed holes in the discharge jet at a point At high speeds the fuel
flows from the fuel chamber through the main jet and into the main discharge jet where it is
mixed with air admitted by the well vent, and the air-fuel mixture is then discharged into the air
stream of the carburetor. Tighten all nuts and bolts to proper torque. Replace all drain plugs and
caps. Valves and tappets - Check and lubricate if required. Remove seal over breather tube end.
Spark plugs - clean spark plugs and re-set gap to. Replace burned or broken plugs. Alternator Does not require any special care or lubrication. Exhaust system - remove moisture seal. Turn
engine over by hand with the spark plugs out to see that all bearings are free. Clean motor
thoroughly and repaint. Use regular gasoline. If the fuel system is O. Broken Bendix Drive
Remove starter motor and repair drive Engine will not start Empty fuel tank fill tank with proper
fuel Flooded Engine Remove spark plugs and crank engine several times. Replace plugs. Water
in fuel system If water is found, clean tank, fuel lines, and carburetor. Refill with proper fuel.
Inoperative or sticking choke valve Check valve, linkage, and choke rod or cable for proper
operation. Improperly adjusted carburetor Adjust carburetor Clogged fuel lines or defective fuel
pump Disconnect fuel line at carburetor. If fuel does not flow freely when engine is cranked
clean fuel line and sediment bowl. If fuel still does not flow freely after cleaning, repair or
replace pump. Engine will not start. Poor compression and other causes Air leak around intake
manifold Check for leak by squirting oil around intake connections. If leak is found, tighten
manifold and if necessary replace gaskets. Loose Spark Plugs Check all plugs for proper
seating, gasket and tightness. Replace all damaged plugs and gaskets. Loosely seating valves
Check for broken or weak valve springs, warped stems, carbon and gum deposits, and
insufficient tappet clearance Damaged cylinder head gasket Check for leaks around gasket
when engine is cranked. If a leak is found replace gasket. Worn or broken piston rings Replace
broken and worn rings. Check cylinders for "out of round" and "taper". Excessive engine
temperature No water circulation Check for clogged water lines and restricted inlets and outlets.
Check for broken or stuck thermostat. Look for worn or damaged water pump or water pump
drive. Engine temperature too low Broken or stuck thermostat Replace thermostat. Ignition
System Ignition switch "off" or defective Turn on switch or replace Fouled or broken spark
plugs Remove plugs and inspect for cracked porcelain, dirty points, or improper gap.
Improperly set, worn or pitted distributor points. Defective ignition coil. Crank engine. Clean
sharp spark should jump between wire and block when points open. Clean and adjust points. If
spark is weak or yellow after adjustment at points, replace condenser. If spark still is weak or
not present replace ignition coil. Wet, cracked, or broken distributor Wipe inside surfaces of
distributor. Dry with clean cloth. Inspect for cracked or broken parts. Replace parts where
necessary. Improperly set, worn, or pitted magneto breaker points. Clean, sharp spark should
jump between wire and block when engine is cranked. If spark is weak or not present clean and
adjust breaker points. Poor compression and other causes Improperly set, worn, or pitted timer
points. Defective coil or defective condenser. A clean sharp spark should hump between wire
and block when engine is cranked. Clean and set timer points. If spark still is not present when
engine is cranked, replace coil. Improper timing Set timing. No Oil Pressure Defective gauge or
tube. Replace gauge or tube. No oil in engine Refill with proper grade oil. Dirt in pressure relief
valve Clean valve Defective oil pump, leak in oil lines or broken oil pump, oil lines or broken oil

pump drive. Check oil pump and oil pump drive for worn or broken connections. Loose
foundation or foundation bolts Propeller shaft out of line or bent Propeller bent or pitch out of
true Pre-Ignition Defective spark plugs Check all spark plugs for broken porcelain, burned
electrodes or electrodes out of adjustment. Replace all defective plugs or clean and reset
Improper timing See instructions for retiming Engine carbons Remove cylinder head and clean
out carbon Engine overheating See correction under "Engine Temp. Back-Firing Insufficient fuel
reaching engine due to dirty lines, strainer or blacked fuel tank vent. Water in fuel. See
correction under "Engine will not start" portion of this table. Poorly adjusted distributor. Low Oil
Pressure Too light body oil Replace with proper weight oil. Oil leak in pressure line Inspect all
oil lines. Tighten all connections. Weak or broken pressure relief valve spring. Replace spring
Worn oil pump Replace pump Worn or loose bearings Replace bearings Oil Pressure too high
Too heavy body oil Drain oil and replace with oil of proper weight Stuck pressure relief valve
Clean or replace valve Dirt or obstruction in lines Drain and clean oil system. Check for bent or
flattened oil lines and replace where necessary. Sludge in oil Infrequent oil changes Drain and
refill with proper weight oil Water in oil Drain and refill. If trouble persists, check for cracked
block, defective head gasket and cracked head. Wednesday, February24, Privacy Policy. Used
Sail Search. Soft Shackles. L Fleet. If water is found, clean tank, fuel lines, and carburetor.
Disconnect fuel line at carburetor. Check for leak by squirting oil around intake connections.
Check all plugs for proper seating, gasket and tightness. Check for broken or weak valve
springs, warped stems, carbon and gum deposits, and insufficient tappet clearance. Check for
leaks around gasket when engine is cranked. Replace broken and worn rings. Check for
clogged water lines and restricted inlets and outlets. Remove plugs and inspect for cracked
porcelain, dirty points, or improper gap. Wipe inside surfaces of distributor. Magneto models
only. Improperly set, worn, or pitted timer points. Defective oil pump, leak in oil lines or broken
oil pump, oil lines or broken oil pump drive. Check all spark plugs for broken porcelain, burned
electrodes or electrodes out of adjustment. Replace all defective plugs or clean and reset.
Insufficient fuel reaching engine due to dirty lines, strainer or blacked fuel tank vent. Drain and
clean oil system. Drain and refill. Cookie Policy: This website uses cookies to save your
settings. No personal information is saved. I do not collect statistics on your visit. You can
disable cookies in your browser if you like but it is not recommended for this site. I do not sell
cookies. Go to a bakery for that. In fact I do not sell anything. To disable cookies from L Privacy
Policy: I do not sell or share any user data or anything else for that matter. The only personal
information I save is in the site log which has a line for each page view which includes the IP
address your browser sends in the header as well as which page you requested. I use this to
block hackers and other bad actors. I do not use this raw data to create profiles on users. I
periodically delete the log files. Google supplies the ads on this site. Because I do not track who
you are, I cannot customize how these ads are served. They may be personalized to improve the
ad experience. Disclaimer: The information on this web site has not been checked for accuracy.
It is for entertainment purposes only and should be independently verified before using for any
other reason. There are five sources. These have not been checked for accuracy and in many
cases have not even been read by anyone associated with L I have no idea of they are useful or
accurate, I leave that to the reader. If you have questions on these, please contact the author.
These are intended to promote thought and for entertainment. These are not intended to be fact,
they are my opinions. Like any computer program, these may and in some cases do have
errors. Almost all of these also make simplifying assumptions so they are not totally accurate
even if there are no errors. Please verify all results. It is not checked for accuracy either by
anyone at L See the NOAA web site for their disclaimer. Finally, tide and current data on this
site is from and data bases, which may contain even older data. Changes in harbors due to
building or dredging change tides and currents and for that reason many of the locations
presented are no longer supported by newer data bases. For example, there is very little tidal
current data in newer data bases so current data is likely wrong to some extent. See the XTide
disclaimer for details. In addition, tide and current are influenced by storms, river flow, and
other factors beyond the ability of any predictive program. Quick Links Download this manual.
Engine Westerbeke W Specification 58 hp four cylinder marine diesel engine 6 pages. Marine
diesel engine four-cycle, two-cylinder, fresh water cooled vertical 75 pages. Every modern
facility is employed 1. Yet metals will wear, and as time This instruction book gives general
goes on, certain adjustments will instructions for the installation, be necessary. Page Engine
Rotation wise to check accessible use left hand propellers. Opposite nuts and bolts for
tightness. The rotation engines are available in various tags and decals attached to all of the six
and eight cylinder the engine contain important informa- series and in every case utilize a t ion
which should be carefully noted. Reversing Standard Disp. Bore Stroke In. RPM Ratie.. It is, of
course, also neces- Remember that as much of the work sary to know the exact location of of

installing an engine takes place tbe engine and tbe manufacturer's Page Installing The Propeller
Shaft justed to obtain proper propeller clearances and crankcase and fly- wheel clearance for
the engine. When the position of the string has been accurately determined, the place it passes
each of the sticks is care- fully marked and the jig placed back in the boat. The shaft diameter
should be used wedge is then screwed into position provide opel' c-learance. Any type over the
locat ion of the shaft hole. Use a good grade bedding compound of drill may be They should
rest firmly shaft and move it along the pro- on the hull ribs and be cross-braced peller shaft with
the base pressed at intervals by notching into 2" by firmly against the keel until the 8-"
members. Lunning at right angles shaft is approximately in the center to them. Page Aligning
The Engine from the string, which represents tightened. The position of the engine position of
the hangers using the hold-down bolts is marked on figures given on the engine scale the top
surface of the engine beds. A bole is then drilled tbrougb the block and bull the same diameter
as outside Page Fuel System of restriction to flow offered by the valve. It is quite common to
find engine operating temperatures installations using hand as low as 90 F. Page Electrical
System discharged harmlessly over the side. These engine should be made with copper
controls operated from a tubing of a size recommended by the remote lever, either mechanically
engine manufacturer. Page V-Drive Installation Page Typical V-Drive Layout dimensions typical
wedges two-thirds the length of the hull for varying keel thickness. A typical installation ling the
shaft hole. Page Special Equipment temporarily, beds slid into place Because of installation at
the ex- under the engine and clamped treme stern, the engine can be en- closed by building a
seat over or marking of the mounting bolts. OF IGN. Page Wiring Diagram - Std. S:I RED. Page
40 Open shut-off valve below fuel 1. Operate hand primer, models so equipped, to fill feed a.
Check to be sure the engine is line and sediment bowl with fuel. Page 45 in your locality and
with the fuel h. Check oil pressure gauge for op- available. If readjustment is at- eration of oil
pump. If gauge does tempted it should be done by a com- not indicate oil pressure, stop enpetent mechanic. Air Temp. Separately F. See Paragraph Section IV for detailed operation. Page
Preparing Engine For Storage shafting and propeller caused b. Manifold the shock of rapid
shifting at high Open drain cocks in exhaust manifold engine speeds. Water Pump Water pumps
are particularly sus- Special precautions must be taken ceptible Page General Theory Of
Operation commutator and brushes. Do not oil Battery the commutator. Remove battery and
store in a warm dry place. Battery sbould be fully i. Generator cbarged wben placed in storage
and cbecked periodically. Occasional Oil bearings. Seal moisture tight to prevent corrosion. The
primary low tension cir- cons ists of the battery, great number of turns of fine wire, voltage
distributor points, primary superimposed upon the primary wind- coil Page 51 2 The gear driven
oil pump, lo- working an eccentric cated in the oil base, draws camshaft. Oil is forced to all
main, connecting rod As the high point of the cam is and camshaft bearings; through jet
reached, the plunger is forced down, holes Page 52 curved plates, dissipates the heat
Super-Four series engines only. Page Reduction Gears a ser ies of fr ict ion discs , alternate
reversing gears is provided by the ones held in the reverse gear drum transmission oil pump
mounted in- and on the tailshaft clutch carrier. Page General ratios varying from the heavy axial
propeller thrust 1. The propelter shaft coupling is keyed to the end of the reduction Page One
Hundred Hour Check engines having separately sediment. Inspect flame arrestor Table 4 for
engine requirements. If dirty remove and c. On engines equipped with wash with kerosene.
Lubricate and repack bearings on magneto. See Paragraph Section VI. Check generator starter
brushes for wear. If worn replace. At the end of three thousand hours of operation the engine
should be c. Page Timing Procedure Engine Hodel loct. Ut il i ty Four " Page General
Maintenance rotor points to slot in distributor fully pull generator auay from case when
distributor drive gear is housing. Rotate distributor body 1 breaker po ints are just begin- On
model:: belt driven from fly- ning to open. Page Starter Maintenance Disconnect start ing motor
wir ing. Lubrication -1 The generator should be lubricated 2 Remove bolts holding starting every
hours of operation. Place motor to housing. Page Magneto Maintenance it from the engine. J
Inspect magneto for worn or bro- Fig. Adjustment of POints, neto by the operator is not recomFairbanks-Uorse mended. Timing, American Bosch If points are badly pitted, re- Remove
distributor plate place. Page 62 9 Hold adjusting screw covered by these instructions are place
and tighten the packing nut. With position and readjust idle needle exception following This
adjustment of idling jet "A". Page Carburetor - Adjustments small, round brass disc riveted fully
observe the reaction of the ,to the car! If the tachometer shows a steady decrease as the throttle
Zenith carburetor supplied is retarded, the stop screw is not on the l. Iodel , II. Knight needed in
adjusting the carburetor. Valve tappet adjustments ere to 2 Loosen the screw 2 17hich holds be
made with the piston on top dead the clip in the notcQes cut in center of the compression
stroke the gear case housing until the clip with both valves closed. See Fig. Tighten the
adjusting bolt 2 until the brake band prevents the gear case from revolving. They are especially

important 't7here re- mote control type of eqniIrnent Page Spark Plug Maintenance Fig. Spark
plugs should inspected cleaned from time to time ano Hold the regulating screw Page Fuel
Pump Maintenance and gap setting each engine Check diaphragm return springs. Check cam
roll and cam arm for worn parts. Replacement of Parts a. DiE assembly 1 Replace parts '7hich
are 1 Disconnect fuel lines and re Parts included in the ':Tapped 17aterproof ,n'apping Trouble
Correction Probable Cause - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f Check for leak by squirting oil around Engine
will not start Air leak around intake mani- Poor compression and intake connections. If trouble
persists, check for cracked block, defective head gasket and cracked head Dirty oil filter
Replace filter Loss of RPM If freight shipment a. It is not recommended that operator perform
any repairs more is desired, give name of truck complex than those covered under line Blue
Jacket Twin 45 0. Print page 1 Print document 80 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have
an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. IP: What would
this category be without some of the great contributions by Don himself? Judging by how
frequently it's viewed, this drawing is legendary. Attached Files Moyer Engine Wiring. Ah , yes.
That graphic image was the primary source of information I relied upon when I rewired my A4 2
winters ago. Even a horticulturist can follow it. Here's the A4 wiring schematic from my A4
owner's manual. When I rewired my engine, gauge cluster, ignition, blower, so on I was able to
use these schematics as a guide so I can say they worked for me. Since getting the firing order
correct causes me to wig out I keep figure 7 beside me every time I attach the spark plug wires.
In this diagram of the DC power distribution, Does anyone know the direction of flow of the
current? I'm talking about all the wires in the diagram. If for some wires the direction is both
ways please mention how that affects the flow in other wires. Am I asking too much? Attached
Files DCpowerschemweb. You've asked a question that could take pages to answer. Others
mostly technicians see current flow as electron flow, since electrons actually flow from the
negative to the positive. Technicians refer to the flow of the positive charge as Hole Flow, as the
holes left by the electrons are displaced in the opposite direction. This is where most people's
eyes glaze over except for us nerds who can waste hours arguing about true flow direction. Don
Moyer's diagram is a pictorial circuit diagram, which is intended for layout and installation. To
more accurately follow either type of current flow then you'd need a detailed schematic circuit
diagram. The diagram may be easier to understand if you imagine the internal connections at
the ignition switch. When OFF nothing is joined. This energizes the starter solenoid while the
key is held. To follow the flow you'll have to add in items to complete their circuit. The oil and
temperature senders are variable resistors leading to ground. Remember that the engine block
is grounded so items attached to it are grounded as well, which completes their circuit even
though they don't have their own ground wire. No parts of the circuits shown have current
flowing in more than one direction. To trouble-shoot just think of what it takes to make a
complete circuit from one side of the battery through things and back to the other side of the
battery. If the route cannot be completed then the circuit is OPEN. In 33 years as a Naval
Electronics Technologist I've found it less important to worry about either convention of Current
Flow and more important to simply ensure the correct circuit continuity. I hope this helps.
Thank you dana. Let me see if rephrasing my question would clarify my delema in
understanding the flow of electricity in the engine, and it's parts. If I was to take each engine
parts as an individual to work in conjuction with each other part of the engine, and cost of wire
was not an issue, and space was not an issue, and voltage and amps was not an issue how
would I wire my engine to work? I hope this makes sense. Jim, I am not sure I understand your
question, but it might be easiest to think of current flowing from the positive post of the battery
through the red cable to the various engine circuits and then collecting in the black cable back
to the negative post of the battery ground. There are important design and product choice rules
for wire sizes, wire types, wire colours, fusing and methods of making wire terminations,
depending in part on the voltage required for the device at the end of each circuit. Is that
anywhere close to the information you need to start thinking about this, or did I start off too
simple? Kiskadee's advice is very helpful, and his expertise a most welcome addition to the
forum, but maybe I'll take another tack on it from an amateur boater perspective. The red to
black current flow idea gets wobbly thinking about how alternator current recharges the battery,
because the alternator output is wired continuous with the positive red post of the battery, but
the red-to-black idea helps think through individual circuits within the engine. Appliances on an
A4 engine that need electricity are: - starter motor. Engine circuits gets their electricity from: the battery, via a large red cable attached to the starter motor and then distributed downstream
to other engine circuits. The ignition key throws people at first, so it pays to think it through. In
Don's diagram, current flows from the starter red battery terminal through the red wire to the
ignition switch, then from there to: 1 the starter motor yellow-red wire , coil and gauges purple
wire when the key is turned to "start", and to the coil and gauges only purple wire when the key

drops back to "run". His diagram also shows electricity produced by the alternator flowing
through the orange wire to an ammeter in the ignition panel and then to the battery terminal of
the ignition key, where it meets up with current from the battery. See my other post in this
thread for another way of handling the alternator output that many of us are using because it is
shorter. Electricity returns to the battery via: - a heavy black collector cable attached to the
engine block, collecting current from appliances that bolt directly to the block typically
alternator, senders, fuel pump. Did I get that right, everybody? Last edited by rigspelt; at AM.
Don's wiring guide is brilliant, but many of us have made a key change to the old style of
running a long hot wire from the alternator to an ammeter in the ignition panel and from there all
the way back to the battery. We shortened that sub-circuit by running a short cable from the
alternator output to the battery post on the starter, and instead mounted a voltmeter back at the
ignition panel to check on the alternator's output. This reduces some problems associated with
such a long run for the alternator output as well maybe as excessive load on new lighter and
less well made? Neil, I seem to recall that you posted a nice schematic showing this alternative
too, and if so maybe you could repost it here? Originally Posted by rigspelt. Last edited by
ndutton; at PM. Neil, thought you had one that among other things showed alternator output
direct to battery terminal on the starter, instead of long way to the ignition panel and back.
Okay, here it is both as an attachment and a pdf. There's a bunch of stuff unique to my engine
wiring system that you may choose to ignore but the battery and charging path with a voltmeter
rather than an ammeter is represented. I also have a far more detailed instrument panel drawing
if wanted. Attached Images E-3 Engine Wiring. JPG Reason: Updated drawing. I have some dead
end wires that I'm not sure where they should go They seem critical but things are working fine
and I don't want to screw it up I thought the best place to start thinking about re-wiring would be
with the Moyer DC distribution diagram. Mine is not wired that way though. I'm raw water
cooled. Mechanical fuel pump. Mechanical tach. Mechanical oil pressure guage. No ammeter.
No Volt meter. No OPSS. Delco-Remy SI series alternator. I'm almost thinking that if it aint broke
don't fix it but the PO's installed a car stereo sytem that is shorting out sometimes and seems to
have wires that have been jeri-rigged to other critcal wires in my rats nest of wires. I don't know
what to do. I had trouble-free engine wiring unadulterated from the factory, still ripped it all out
and started fresh with new everything. I figured it served its useful life at 34 years, why wait for
problems? Plus, I'd added an oil pressure safety switch, an engine alarm system, an electric
coolant pump, a tachometer and a fuel pump override polishing system. Had I not done the
harness replacement mine would have looked home brewed and half baked. If you decide to go
this route I have a harness and the previously mentioned instrument panel drawings available. I
could rework them deleting the stuff you don't need if it helps. Wow, appreciate the offer!
Seems like a daunting task though. But I'm sure you are right. I just have to prepare myself
mentally for the task. I'll ad that to my projects list I guess the first task that would ease my
mind would be to separate the car stereo from critical engine wires. Any advice on that? There
has to be 5 or 6 wires coming from the stereo, maybe more. I mean, I spent alot of money and
time getting the engine right, I want to feel safe electrically on the boat as well. Last edited by
jpian; at AM. Jim, The stereo has at most two power wires one switched and one unswitched
and a ground, the rest are speaker wires up to eight of them and an antenna. I could come down
in the morning, wear my electrical hat for the day and make it to the game in the late afternoon.
Your call, just say the word. I was hoping to square it away before then. At minimum, how do I
separate the stereo from the engine wires? Moved to another thread here. Tags electrical ,
engine , wiring Thread Tools. All times are GMT The time now is AM. Moyer Marine Inc. All
Rights Reserved. Moyer Engine Wiring Diagram. User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums
Read. Thread Tools. Moyer Engine Wiring Diagram What would this category be without some
of the great contributions by Don himself? Attached Files. Moyer Engine Wiring. Find all posts
by ndutton. Laker Senior Member. Join Date: Sep Location: Sheboygan wis. Posts: Thanks: 2
Thanked 3 Times in 3 Posts. Find all posts by Laker. Find all posts by jpian Current flow or
circuit path Find all posts by kiskadee. Find all posts by rigspelt. Quote: Originally Posted by
rigspelt Neil, I seem to recall that you posted a nice schematic showing this alternative too, and
if so maybe you could repost it here? Attached Images. E-3 Engine Wiring. As it turns out.
Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Seized engine turns over! Engine Dies after approx one hour.
Removing the engine from your boat. Overheating problems. IP: A4 Electrical Wiring Schematic.
I just purchased a Ericson 29 and am doing several upgrades to the engine. The biggest
problem I have encountered is that the wiring connected to the engine is a cable monster I WILL
remove all of it. The problem, of course, is what I need to do at that point. Any diagrams,
literature, etc. I purchased the A4 maintenance and overhaul manual, but it does not diagram
essential electrical connections. I'm neither a mechanic nor an electrician, but can do this with
the right information. Any thoughts? Thanks in advance. Don Moyer. John, For some reason,

this past year has seen a large number of our customers facing exactly your same problem. We
have developed a kit over the past several months containing all the correct ABYC-sized and
color-coded wires, terminals ends and detailed guidance for replacing the DC power distribution
on an Atomic 4. I'll attach the schematic which we include in the kit to give you an idea of what's
involved. Our instructions recommend removing all of the existing wires, and to then keep
everything having to do with house equipment out of the engine electrical system. The kit
should be posted in our online catalog by Tuesday or Wednesday of this week. Best regards,
Don Moyer. Attached Images DCpowerschemweb. Last edited by Don Moyer; at AM. Baltimore
Sailor. Looking at this wonderful drawing thanks for posting it! Isn't there also another
connection from the red battery terminal on the starter solenoid to the ammeter? Or, is that
something that varies between ammeters? It may help you to think of the current flow as
coming FROM the alternator. Using the alternator as the starting point, the current flows
through the orange wire, through the ammeter, then to the "Batt" position of the ignition switch
and back to the starter solenoid through the red wire you mentioned. I have been looking for the
wire to rewire the Ignition switch to the starter solenoid. Does anyone out there know where I
can procure about 18' of this discontinued product? Someone must have a bit of it around.
Thank you all for looking or putting me in touch with a source! I would suggest buying yellow
wire and drawing the stripe on with a Sharpie, or finding some red electrical tape and putting a
few turns of it around the yellow wire every six inches or so. What kind of fitting do you use on
the end of that 8 AWG wire that connects to the ignition switch? The connections use 8 screws even the smallest terminal fitting that will go over an 8 AWG wire will probably slip right over the
8 screw fitting on the starter switch. Hello In reference to your comment: and to then keep
everything having to do with house equipment out of the engine electrical system. Where would
you install a battery isolator Phil: For some reason, this past year has seen a large number of
our customers facing exactly your same problem. I am considering installing an amp meter
between the alternator and battery. What should it be reading with the engine running? Engine
off? Originally Posted by rpowers. Thanks for the answer about the amp meter. Makes good
sense. Next Question: Why does the alternator charging current go through the ignition switch,
to the solenoid, then finally back to the battery? What would happen if the alternator out current
was wired directly to the battery or 2 batteries? I personally have never used a shunt style What
a pain! It isn't complicated, but can require long runs of thick gauge wire. I chose to eliminate
my ammeter in the gauge pod in the cockpit and have a short run from the alternator plate
directly to the battery. I like rigs' idea Amps are cool, but it is a lot of extra work to see it! She is
even happier with fresh paint on the topsides! Last edited by sastanley; at PM. Why does the
alternator charging current go through the ignition switch, to the solenoid, then finally back to
the battery? Last edited by rigspelt; at AM. A more permanent DIY approach than vinyl tape is to
get some heat-shrink polyolefin tubing, commonly used in hobby electronics. This stuff is great
for insulating solder joins etc, and comes in a range of colors and sizes. You can use a heatgun
to shrink it, but I usually just wipe to with the shank of my soldering iron. It closes up so tight I'd
guess it's as good as airtight. Don, Great Post 2 wiring schematic. I have a complete identical
gauge cluster from a newer boat than mine. I was figuring I'd replace the weathered cluster on
my boat this spring. Your diagram will make that job a walk in the park. The optimist expects it
to change. The realist adjusts the sails. Sir William Arthur Ward. Originally Posted by
castinemarine. Hey guys! Quick Question. I've eliminated my ammeter because it was quite
corroded, and run a short 8 wire from the alternator output to the BATT large terminal on the
starter solenoid and then straight to the battery through the wire that was already there.
Bypassing the tiny BATT terminal on the ignition switch. The only fuses I could find were the
large plate style and I couldn't find an inline version. Is this something where I will have to
mount a fuse box on the side of the engine compartment, and install the fuse, or does someone
make an inline 40 amp fuse holder? Also, do I want to put a 40 amp fuse on a 55 amp alternator?
I may even have the larger alternator, I don't really know. Thanks, Dean. Attached Images.
Originally Posted by Don Moyer. For some reason, this past year has seen a large number of
our customers facing exactly your same problem. I think I can help. The drawing posted in the
thread appears to be a modification from an earlier version that had a direct feed ammeter in the
gauge panel, connected between the orange alternator output wire that ran all the way to the
panel and the red battery wire. In the older version both the red and the orange wires were 8
gauge. Even though at first glance it appears to be an MMI drawing, some of the drawing
modifications were by a forum member for his personal boat and properly removed any
reference to Moyer Marine. The modification did away with the voltage robbing ammeter in favor
of a volt meter, the orange alt output wire was rerouted and the red wire reduced in size along
with its fuse. In the previously posted drawing please notice that the 20 amp fuse in the purple
ignition wire does not protect the gauge wiring. That protection is provided by the 20 amp fuse

in the red battery wire. However, the drawing is not representative of the MMI engine rewiring kit
available in the online catalog. The red battery wire is 8 gauge and fused at 40A to handle
multiple loads ignition, starter solenoid, possible fuel pump, etc. It also returned the option of a
direct wire ammeter and although we on this forum universally advise against it, you still have
the option. Sorry for the quality, I took it off a screen shot. Last edited by ndutton; at AM. Thread
Tools. All times are GMT The time now is AM. Moyer Marine Inc. All Rights Reserved. User
Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. A4 Electrical Wiring Schematic I just purchased a
Ericson 29 and am doing several upgrades to the engine. Find all posts by jkenan. Best regards,
Don Moyer Attached Images. Find all posts by Don Moyer. Find all posts by Baltimore Sailor.
Administrator MMI Webmaster. Find all posts by Administrator. OK, thanks. That makes it more
clear. Yellow 12AWG wire with red stripe I have been looking for the wire to rewire the Ignition
switch to the starter solenoid. Find all posts by castinemarine. Find all posts by tenders. Find all
posts by rigspelt. Drakkar Member. Find all posts by
1998 ford expedition battery
jacobs ignition system
jetta 2001
Drakkar. Amp Meter I am considering installing an amp meter between the alternator and
battery. Find all posts by rpowers. Quote: Originally Posted by rpowers I am considering
installing an amp meter between the alternator and battery. Alternator Wiring Question Thanks
for the answer about the amp meter. Find all posts by sastanley. Quote: Originally Posted by
rpowers Why does the alternator charging current go through the ignition switch, to the
solenoid, then finally back to the battery? SimonP Senior Member. Find all posts by SimonP. Mo
Afourian MVP. Find all posts by Mo. Fuses in the diagram Hey guys! Find all posts by macgyro.
V2 with shunt to measure battery current Attached Images. MLW Senior Member. Quote:
Originally Posted by Don Moyer For some reason, this past year has seen a large number of our
customers facing exactly your same problem. Find all posts by MLW. Find all posts by ndutton.
Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Wiring the electric fuel pump. Looking for wiring help.

